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Thermaltake eSPORTS
SHOCK Foldable

Professional Gaming
Headset, w/ Noise-

Cancelling Mic

Special Price

$35.99 was

$54.99
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Short Description

The new "Shock" series headset offers new colors on the headband contrasting with the ear pad's black base - offering the E-
Sports community an exciting alternative headset color option. The new "Shock" 40mm driver unit offers stereo surround sound
quality to enhance gaming sound effects. Specifically tuned to meet FPS/RTS/MMORPG gamers' expectations, the 40mm driver
units offer better than crystal clear sound quality - and bring victory one step closer.
 

 

Description

Product Details:
The new "Shock" series headset offers new colors on the headband contrasting with the ear pad's black base
- offering the E-Sports community an exciting alternative headset color option. The new "Shock" 40mm driver
unit offers stereo surround sound quality to enhance gaming sound effects. Specifically tuned to meet
FPS/RTS/MMORPG gamers' expectations, the 40mm driver units offer better than crystal clear sound quality -
and bring victory one step closer.
 

 

Features

Features:

 

Stereo surround sound
- In-style plug & play stereo gaming headset for taste gaming affect
Quality speaker driver
- 40 mm speaker driver with enhanced bass performance
Control Box
- In-line control box for instant gaming sound control
NC Microphone
- Innovative noise cancelling microphone to receiving the best communication in gaming activities
Foldable design
- Foldable design to provide an easy transportation need
10 levels of headband adjustment
- Perfectly fit to all head size
Gold-plated 3.5mm connectors
- smooth the signal and data transmission
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Specifications

Specifications:

 

Headphone:
- Interface: 3.5mm
- Driver unit: 40mm
- Frequency Response: 20Hz-20KHz
- Impedance: 32 ohm
- Sensitivity: 114+/-4 dB
- Max. input: 100mW
Microphone:
- Directivity: Uni-directional
- Impedance: 2.2 k ohm
- Frequency: 100-10KHz
- Sensitivity: -54dB+/-3dB (odB=1Vpa 1KHz)
- Test condition: 4.5V
- Cable length:3m
Connector: 3.5mm plus x2

Additional Information

Brand Thermaltake

SKU HT-SHK002ECBL-D

Weight 3.5000

Color Black

Ear Connection Circumaural

Connection Type 3.5mm Audio/USB

Special Price $35.99
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